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CHAIRMAN'S COLUMN
What’s new?

W

Rigid hierarchies or modern working? The choice is easy, says Tim Fry

While pondering the question
“What’s new?”, one of my
favourite films sprang to mind.
The Apartment was made in
1960 – before I was born –
and stars Jack Lemmon and
Shirley MacLaine. Lemmon’s
character commutes from his
apartment to an office, and he
sees the lift attendant, played
by MacLaine, every day.
I compared this to my
situation – I get up, commute
to work, sit at a desk in an
office and make the journey
home, day in day out. There’s
no lift attendant, but has
anything else changed over
the years? On the face of it,
very little. But some things
have, and they are mostly for
the better.

Enlightened working
The firm in the film is very
hierarchical and there are
privileges that go with rank –

for instance, obtaining the key
to the executive washroom. It
is also a command and control
environment that is open to
abuse, as the film illustrates.
You spend a considerable
amount of time working your
way up through the ranks, but
know that one mistake will
send you straight back to the
bottom of the pile.
Most enlightened
workplaces have ditched their
rigid hierarchies and now
promote inclusive structures
where leaders and managers
have a much better line of
sight to the talent – and
thankfully, the reverse applies
as well. Teams are now much
more likely to be made up of
individuals from different firms
who work together virtually
for the duration of projects,
which by their nature have
finite lifespans.
Back in the day, firms
usually employed everyone
in house; you were not very
portable because your
pension wasn’t either. The
new approach is much more
flexible and, frankly, more
interesting. You can work
for one firm but still meet
new people, take on new
challenges and have fun as a

Project managers have made
the world a more defined and
therefore certain place and
provided better products
4 SEP T EMBER /OC T OBER 2 017

professional for hire. You can
also take your pension pot
with you. I love this aspect of
my profession – opportunities
are literally worldwide.

Favouring flexibility
In the past, most technology
was found at work rather than
at home, and it was owned by
the employer. Nowadays many
of us can work flexibly, and if
your boss does not favour this
approach then take my advice
and leave. Your work should
be judged on outcomes, not
the time you spend at the
desk. Using your own kit and
taking it with you whenever
and wherever you want – how
much better is that?
In our profession, we now
actively seek new entrants
with non-cognate degrees.
Gone are the days when
you had to pretend to a
prospective employer that
you had dreamed of being a
quantity surveyor from the
age of 13. It’s much better
that we now have lifelong
learning opportunities, to
change course and to grow.
Indeed, you couldn’t decide to
be a project manager in 1960
because the role had not
been defined.
The first time I even heard
the role being discussed
was 1985. Buildings still got
built before this, but is it any
wonder that many were
over-budget, late and of less
than optimum quality?
Project managers have
made the world a more

defined and therefore certain
place, and provided better
products – just think back five
years to our fantastic London
2012 Olympics.
Last, spare a thought for
the lifeblood of our industry
– the client. Without them we
would all be doing something
else, and probably something
less rewarding. Getting it
right first time with a focus
on cost, time and quality has
to be the proper approach. It
breeds confidence, enables
growth and proves return on
investment, meaning there is
more to go round.
To summarise, quite a lot is
new and things are better. If
you prefer living in the past,
put your Jethro Tull records
on. I’m more of a New Order
man myself. b
Tim Fry is Chairman of the RICS
Project Management Board
pm.professionalgroup@rics.org

Related competencies include
Business planning
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UPDATE
Global coalition launches ICMS
A final version of the International
Construction Measurement Standards
(ICMS) is now available to download from
www.icms-coalition.org. The ICMS are a
new universal system that enable global
comparison of construction project costs.
These new standards will help to
revolutionise the global construction
industry by improving cost prediction in
infrastructure projects. A launch event
involving all ICMS Coalition organisations
took place in Canada in July.
Construction is a major contributor
to national economies, and to keep
cities functioning, governments around
the world need to spend vast sums of
public money on essential infrastructure
including energy systems, railways,
bridges, schools and hospitals.
Inconsistent information causes
poor cost prediction, which impedes
investment. Bent Flyvbjerg, a leading
Dutch researcher in project management
at Oxford University’s Said Business
School, has estimated that nine out of

10 mega projects go over budget. The
World Economic Forum’s report Shaping
the Future of Construction also calls for
professional collaboration to standardise
cost definitions and classification – this
is the central aim of ICMS, a project in
which RICS has played a leading role.
Overall, close to $78tr needs to
be spent globally on infrastructure
between 2014 and 2025, according to
research by Oxford Economics and
PricewaterhouseCoopers, and the ICMS
Coalition saw the need to minimise the
risks on these projects for public and
private investors.
The ICMS enable, for the first time,
better comparison in order to improve
investor confidence and attract more
private-sector funding. Arup, Arcadis,
Network Rail, Gardiner and Theobald,
Faithful+Gould, Turner & Townsend
and Gleeds publicly announced their
support for ICMS by registering as
“partners”, committing to the standards’
future use.

With increasing levels of public,
private and cross-border financing
and construction investment funds
underpinning our pension schemes, it
is vital to make sure that costs can be
assessed in a transparent way. The
ICMS framework will improve ways of
working, and this collaborative project
is an example of the global construction
profession uniting to improve working
practices for the public interest.
RICS will begin preparation of a global
professional statement on cost prediction
incorporating ICMS later this year, which
it expects to publish in 2019. b

Alan Muse is Global Director of
Built Environment Professional
Groups at RICS
amuse@rics.org

Leading global professionals on the ICMS
bb Simon Longstaffe, Regional Director, Faithful+Gould:
“The lack of a uniform approach can lead to confusion and the
inability to compare schemes and assets within schemes on
a like-for-like basis. ICMS achieve uniformity by standardising
the high-level presentation of costs on projects and providing
global consistency in classifying, defining, analysing and
presenting construction costs at a project, regional, state,
national or international level.”
bb Antonio Paparella, Construction Unit, European
Commission: “ICMS will contribute to governments having a
common approach to investment for transnational projects.”
bb Varughese Mathew, Global President, Indian Institute
of Quantity Surveyors: “The world has become a global
village and professionals travel from one country to another.
Companies also move from one country to another to
take different jobs, so it’s important for people involved in
construction projects to have standards with which they are
familiar. In this respect, ICMS will be an excellent tool.”
bb TT Cheung, Chairman of the International Cost
Engineering Council: “ICMS will give us clarity and do away
with uncertainty. Whether you are a user or service provider,
this project is important.”

bb Julie Christie Marquez Dela Cruz, FRICS, Technical
Director, Arcadis, and founder of the Philippines Institute
of Quantity Surveyors: “Arcadis operates in more than 40
countries and we have projects in more than 70. In the Middle
East alone we operate in five countries so you can imagine
that we convert costs between different standards. ICMS
as a universal standard approach will solve problems of
inconsistency. They will help us to deliver better value
for money, consistency of approach and meaningful
benchmark information.”
bb Ken Creighton, Chair of the ICMS Coalition, and
Director of Professional Standards at RICS: “It is the duty
of professional bodies and associations to lead advances in
standards that improve our ability to manage risk. As a new
international suite of standards, ICMS provide an enabling
framework that promises to inspire our profession and add
direct value for the public.”
bb Neal Argent, Executive Director, EY UK: “ICMS for us
are about how you create confidence in the market. How do
you get good comparability of costs so that you remove the
degree of variability from which mega projects can sometimes
suffer in terms of cost comparison?”
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New direction
International standards can help
provide stability in uncertain times,
argues Bryony Day

I

t’s fair to say that things
are looking a little
uncertain in the UK at
the moment. We have a
second hung parliament
in seven years, with
no party commanding
a majority in the
Commons after June’s general election,
and this could further delay vital decisions
that had already been put on hold during
the election campaign.
We need clarity on a range of issues,
including the construction industry’s
access to skilled labour and the UK’s
future relationship with the single
market. A priority is to organise an
effective government approach to
provide confidence and certainty both
at home and abroad, creating a stable
platform for real estate, infrastructure and
construction. Greater and more effective
collaboration is required; but how do we
achieve that amid such uncertainty?
Global collaboration is also critical,
but international businesses demand
international standards. The recent
launch of the International Construction
Measurement Standards (ICMS) is
a great example of 42 professional
bodies working together in buildings and
infrastructure across key global markets.
Standards do work – and construction
needs them for global alignment.

and service lines, and reach a greater
number of clients.
Combined with digital disruption,
international standards in construction
make the need for new ways of working
even more apparent. The industry is ripe
for disruption, as projects grow more
complex and increase in scale. It will be
even more important for everyone to be
talking the same language, working to
the same standards and embracing new
technologies. However, the construction
industry has not only been slow to adopt
process and technology innovations
but faces continuing challenges when it
comes to fixing the basics.

BIM boost

Common language

The built environment sector is
beginning to see the value of building
information modelling (BIM) as it is
adopted internationally, and so the case
for international standards is becoming
clearer. ICMS can support BIM and help
provide a common direction on how far
the technology develops in different
countries. It will enable:
bb harmonising cost, classification and
measurement definitions, to achieve
comparability and consistency
bb providing real data for construction
projects to inform decisions on the design
and location of construction projects
bb gathering clearer benchmark data
bb helping our investors to make
better-informed decisions.

As the UK works through Brexit,
international standards may assume
greater significance. Providing a common
language for businesses to interact
globally encourages foreign investment in
property and infrastructure.
Global businesses are seeking success
by standardising the ways in which they
work, to create greater efficiencies,
encourage collaboration across regions

For me, one of the most exciting aspects
of ICMS is that they will help with the
globalisation of the quantity surveying,
cost management and cost engineering
professions. Global recognition
and promotion could lead to huge
opportunities for professionals, creating
an inclusive culture that attracts a more
diverse workforce.
Image © iStock

Standards do work
– and construction
needs them for
global alignment
The challenge, however, is to balance
a standardised service that offers
increased transparency and reduced
costs with a commoditised quantity
surveying service where businesses
can offshore more work and leverage
different price points. Transactional cost
economics come into play.
This won’t just benefit the global giants
in construction, but also the smaller
companies and software providers, as
well as developers, users, professionals,
governments and financial institutions.
As the built environment grows, so
does the risk of uncertainty arising from
inconsistent data, costs and ways of
working. Our focus must be on building
trust and collaboration to benefit the
construction industry globally. b

Bryony Day is Associate at Arcadis
and 2016 winner of the Real Estate,
Infrastructure and Construction category
in the Women of the Future Awards
bryony.day@arcadis.com

Related competencies include
Building information modelling (BIM)
management, Data management
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Project professional
Matt McDermott clarifies how RICS standards
underpin professionalism, in response to a recent survey

R

ICS recently
commissioned
Ipsos MORI to
carry out a global
study, canvassing
feedback and insight
from members,
clients and the
public to ascertain what professionalism
means to our different stakeholders.
The professional standards that our
members uphold are vital to build trust
with clients, markets and the public, as
is our own role in upholding them. It’s
therefore important for us to find out
whether our members have the same
standards of professionalism as our other
stakeholders, and what this means for the
reputation and commercial value of RICS.

Member feedback
Overall, RICS professionals are seen to
act with integrity and possess a similar
status to accountants, engineers and
other professions, with a good reputation
in both in and outside the UK.
However, there is no guarantee that
this will always be the case, so it is
important the organisation is vigilant
about future risks. The question we
need to ask each other is: what could
8 SEP T EMBER /OC T OBER 2 017

Table 1
Planned standards
Which
pillar?

Professional
statement

Background

Conduct

Conflicts of
Interest

Guidance published for UK investment agencies and for
global market. Further work needed to identify
sector-specific risks

Conduct and
Service
standards

Conduct and
ethics

A new professional statement to be developed that will
incorporate RICS’ five current standards of ethics,
International Ethical Standards (IES) and Ipsos MORI
findings. Will also incorporate service standards and
terms of engagement. This will underpin the 3rd and 5th
rules of conduct

Competence

Competence

Development of a global professional statement that will
incorporate IES and Ipsos MORI findings and underpin the
4th, 5th and 6th rules of conduct

Consumer
protection

Money
laundering

Global professional statement currently in development

Consumer
protection

Indemnity

Currently the 9th rule of conduct for firms; potential to
develop a global professional statement that would
underpin this

Consumer
protection

Data
handling and
cyber crime

Research showed a key risk area for the profession

Consumer
protection

Client money

Need to bring together policy work into a
professional statement

Image © iStock
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Figure 1
RICS’ four pillars of professionalism

RICS Rules of Conduct

Conduct

Service
standards

Competence

Consumer
protection

Ethics

Complaints handling
and redress

Capability and
competence

Money laundering

Terms of engagement

Continuing professional
development (CPD)

Conflicts of interest

High service standards

fundamentally undermine the professional
reputation of RICS members?
Ipsos MORI highlighted the following
responses to this question.
bb Commercial pressures: the need to
provide for clients with ever-increasing
time pressures and costs can mean
cutting corners is sometimes the only
way to get the job done.
bb The rise of multidisciplinary global
consultancies: there’s also a risk of
conflicts of interest occurring if the
proper ethical information barriers have
not been established.
bb The range of services provided
by RICS professionals: members
often qualify in one field but move into
another – for instance, commercial
property professionals end up working
in the financial services industry, and
building surveyors become sustainability
consultants. The challenge is to make
sure they have the right skills for the area
in which they are working.
bb The limits of competence: it is
important to be aware of when it is
appropriate to send junior staff on
jobs, and when greater supervision is

needed. RICS professionals also need
to understand the limits of their own
personal competence.
bb Technology is making services
more widely available: this can actually
make work more challenging – relying on
technology means we lose professional
judgement, and unqualified people can
carry out more and more tasks. Yet
the property and construction sectors
are increasingly reliant on unregulated
technology to make key decisions.
bb Global expansion: as RICS develops
globally, it can be difficult to maintain
standards across different cultures. We
need to be globally and locally relevant at
the same time.
bb Continuing professional
development (CPD): there needs to be
a clearer understanding and monitoring
of CPD requirements in order to support
RICS professionals in learning throughout
their careers.

Professional indemnity
insurance (PII)
Client money

fundamentally linked to the RICS Rules of
Conduct and underpin the standards that
all members uphold (see Figure 1).

Market insight
The research has helped us inform the
priority standards to be developed in
the future, as illustrated in Table 1.

What does the future hold?
The vast majority of chartered surveyors
act very professionally; but as the saying
goes, it only takes a few bad apples to
spoil the bunch. Therefore, it is essential
that RICS prepares a suite of standards
and enforces them through regulation to
ensure that high levels of professionalism
are maintained and visible to clients, the
public and members. b
The full report will be available in October.

Four pillars
As we were conducting the research,
a prompt was used to show how the
key standards in professionalism are

The professional standards that our
members uphold are vital to build trust with
the clients, markets and the public, as is
our own role in upholding them

Matt McDermott is Programme Director of
Professional Standards at RICS
mtmcdermott@rics.org

Related competencies include
Conduct rules, ethics and
professional practice
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The bigger picture

I

nfrastructure project
costs vary from one
region to the next. To
align global markets,
the International
Construction
Measurement Standards
(ICMS) Coalition was
launched in Washington DC in 2015; it
comprises more than 46 professional
not-for-profit global organisations,
working to develop and implement
standards for benchmarking, measuring
and reporting construction project costs.
The ICMS were published in July.
The standards are intended to be
used to compare historic, present and
estimated future costs for new projects
and retrofits or refurbishments, and
facilitate the following processes:
bb global investment decisions
bb international, national, regional or state
cost comparisons
bb feasibility studies
bb development appraisals
bb project work, including cost planning,
control, analysis and modelling, and the
procurement and analysis of tenders
bb reinstatement costs for insurance
bb valuation of assets and liabilities.
It is important to note that ICMS will not
replace existing measurement guidelines,
1 0 SEP T EMBER /OC T OBER 2 017

Kevin O’Grady discusses the benefits of the
International Construction Measurement Standards
in their global context
such as the New Rules of Measurement
(NRM) or Civil Engineering Standard
Method of Measurement (CESMM),
or bespoke client cost breakdown
structures. Instead, they are a new way
of presenting and reporting infrastructure
costs to clients, stakeholders and
investors at all project stages.
The standards define what is
required, and at Arup we approached
their adoption with “ICMS” of our own,
comprising the following four stages:
identification, communication, monitoring
and success.

Identification
We sought to identify a consistent way
to define, classify, analyse and report
construction costs at project, category,
regional and international levels. In
doing so, we endeavoured to enhance
the quality and comparability of data
that will be required to provide sound
value management and robust decisionmaking, thereby maximising the value of
international integration.

The drive for standards and
efficiencies in construction has meant
that embedding digital information in
building models has been mandated in
many parts of the world, to improve the
data flow between project stages from
inception through feasibility, design and
construction to handover and operation.
A common standard is essential
for that data flow, and embedding
construction assets in the model
allows facilities and asset management
professionals alike to access this
information, as well as enabling
operational efficiencies.
Moving from a spreadsheet-based
estimation to a secure, centralised
digital environment, data needs to have
a common standard to enable global
benchmarking and sharing. Launching
the ICMS at this time is therefore ideal,
aligning with our search for a common
structure that has been ratified by
professionals in all markets.
Once we had identified the need,
we set out a strategic plan for our
Image © iStock
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commercial ICMS digital vision and
specified the available platforms that will
integrate with our existing systems. To
understand more about the standards, we
collaborated with professional bodies in
different regions: Arup staff were among
speakers at the ICMS panel discussion
at RICS headquarters in London in
February, and our cost engineering and
management leaders worked with AACE
International, CMAA and RICS at events
in San Francisco in January.
However, we understand that it will take
time for common standards to emerge
alongside the entrenched localised and
divergent ones that already exist. We
believe that introducing international
standards is the right thing to do in
construction, which is increasingly
interconnected and global; but in certain
regions, adoption will be hard because
standard methods of measurement are
not extensively used.

Communication
Communication is crucial to understand
the context for the ICMS’ adoption.
People
For the uptake to be successful, we had
to find what standards were being used
in each region and whether the ICMS
were aligned with these markets. Through
global consultation with our cost centres,
we proposed the use of the ICMS in data

collection, and requested feedback and
support on this.
Policies
Digital systems work best when all
those involved in a project understand
policies and can share information freely
and collaborate. Contract clauses on
confidentiality, liability and litigation can
sometimes restrict collaboration.
Process
Too many processes create useless and
wasted data, and there are always better
and more effective ways of doing things.
By taking the time to set up a common
framework, we can produce a consistent,
efficient and collaborative foundation.
What Arup expects
In terms of communication, Arup expects
the following at each of the four levels of
the ICMS.
bb Level 1: Project Categories: these
describe the essence and principal
purpose of the project, that is, the stage,
date, currency, function, area, location,
programme, procurement method, design
life and so on.
bb Level 2: Cost Categories: these
include capital construction costs, total
costs for each of the elemental packages
as defined in Level 3, and associated
capital costs. Soft costs are extracted
again from Level 3.

Figure 1
Project category translation for an aviation project at Level 1
ICMS
Level 1

Aviation project categories

Buildings

Terminals, and cargo and maintenance facilities

Bridges

Passenger bridges over taxiway facilities

Roads

Runways, aprons, stands and taxiways

Railways

Mass passenger transit (MPT), inter-terminal trains

Tunnels

Baggage tunnels, passenger tunnels and MPT/train tunnels

bb Level 3: Cost Groups: this stage
shows the traditional elemental split of
packages of works. Capital construction
costs at Level 3 include elemental
headings similar to the old Building
Cost Information Services cost plan
format, such as demolition, substructure,
superstructure external works and so
on. This level also covers associated
capital costs such as land acquisition,
furniture, administration, legal, marketing,
consultant fees, risks and the like.
bb Level 4: Cost Subgroups: covering
the sub-elemental quantities and
estimating for the packages, this standard
does not mandate the classification of
the cost subgroups. However, in the
standard there are appendices that
recommend best practice:
• ICMS Appendix A: Level 4 Cost
Subgroups: Buildings
• ICMS Appendix B: Level 4 Cost
Subgroups: Civil Engineering
• ICMS Appendix C: Level 4 Cost
Subgroups: Associated Capital Costs.
This standard allows users to adopt a
classification based on trades, work
breakdown structure or work results
according to their local practices.
Therefore, Level 4 supporting information
is the most suitable measurement and
estimating methodology, such as NRM
or CESSM. RICS is looking to withdraw
Principles of Measurement (International),
widely used in the Middle East, at some
point this year, though their replacement
is uncertain at present.
Figure 1 shows how project categories
could be translated for an aviation
project at Level 1 . Each project category
needs to be reported separately before
summing up to show the total project
cost; if the cost of a project category is
not significant, it may be included under
a costlier project category. As part of the
integration with the digital estimation,
we needed to ensure we would be ready
for the July publication of ICMS, so in
conjunction with the coalition and the
digital software providers, we received an
early draft of the standards for our teams
to trial.
An airport estimate (see Figure 1)
was set up in an ICMS structure that
had multiple project categories, to test
that the data could be benchmarked by
system and type as well as by project.
As the estimate information is built on
a database, extraction of categories is
SEP T EMBER /OC T OBER 2 017
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much easier than it is in a spreadsheet.
By way of guidance, Appendix D of the
ICMS provides process flowcharts for
step-by-step project category allocation.
Further communication with our global
clients will be required now that the ICMS
are in use to inform, consult and adapt to
any project-specific requirements they
may have.

Monitoring
The response from our cost centres
enabled us to progress to the
implementation phase. We are currently
planning how to monitor uptake of the
ICMS and how to obtain feedback from
our clients. RICS plans to amend the
NRM at some point this year; we will need
to monitor and work with the organisation
to understand how to accommodate
these changes.
During the adoption of standards
and centralised data storage, we will
constantly monitor the security of our
client information in the light of recent
cyber attacks and in compliance with
PAS 1192: 2 and 3. Arup’s resilience,
security and risk teams have come
together to manage built asset security
for an executive agency of a UK
government department as it rationalises
and relocates a number of sensitive
assets. This is believed to be the first UK
agency to implement PAS 1192: 5, the
national standard setting out the security
of building information modelling (BIM)
information published in 2015.
We are assessing security issues
and threats associated with the use of

digital built environments, and developing
framework and guidance documentation
to support BIM use on the project while
protecting sensitive data.
PAS 1192: 5 is relevant not only for
government projects but also for any
project adjacent to their sites, along
with commercial developments where
BIM contains sensitive information
about vulnerability and business-critical
systems. In addition, business continuity
and security measures should attract
protection in BIM as a matter of good
practice, regardless of the project’s
status; PAS 1192: 5 provides a framework
that can be applied in any context.
As measurement guidelines and
definitions vary considerably between
countries, linking ICMS with International
Property Measurement Standards
(IPMS) is a valuable way of overcoming
these inconsistencies. ICMS require
a cost report to include both Gross
External Floor Area (IPMS 1) and Gross
Internal Floor Area (IPMS 2), measured
in accordance with the rules set out in
IPMS. These are evolving according to
building sector – offices, residential, retail
and so on – and although IPMS 1 will be
consistent for all building types, IPMS 2
will vary between them. Reference to the
specific standard for the building type is
therefore recommended.
With ICMS and IPMS, we look to deal
with fundamental issues such as building
measurement variances, including:
bb Africa: Gross Construction Area
bb New Zealand: Fully Enclosed
Covered Areas

bb UK and Middle East: Gross Internal
Floor Area
bb USA: Gross Floor Area.

Success
Construction is an international business.
Global output is likely to surge by 70%
to $15tr by 2025, according to the report
Global Construction 2025, with 60% of
this surge in China, India and the USA.
Accepted standards are thus even more
critical, to enable transparency and
comparison of costs and efficiencies, and,
in turn, competitive markets.
As technology develops, particularly
BIM, standard international classifications
will become more important in
multidisciplinary practices, as they will
enable better decisions on design and
cost, optimising buildings and assets with
less process waste.
Arup’s vision of “total architecture”
encompasses every aspect of the built
environment, and ICMS align with our
global outlook and drive for collaboration
and transparency. Total architecture
requires that all relevant design decisions
are considered together and integrated
into a whole by a well-organised team. It
is not the desire to expand but the quest
for quality that has prompted us to devise
total architecture.
Arup will certainly benefit from the
structure of data collection in ICMS.
However, success can only be achieved
if the standards are adopted by industry,
governments and academia. Therefore,
early conversations with all Arup clients
and other stakeholders will help to raise
awareness of the standards and develop
more market feedback and data collection.
Only by embedding ICMS in all sectors
and world regions will they succeed. b

Kevin O’Grady is Associate Director,
Airport Development, at Arup
kevin.ogrady@arup.com

Related competencies include
Data management, Project evaluation,
Quantification and costing of
construction works
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Robot
wars

W

ith the roll-out of
Level 2 building
information
modelling
(BIM), the way
information is
supplied for
projects is already
changing. Although the construction
process is starting to be transformed,
there is still much to do, and everyone
involved in the industry needs to
understand the substantial changes ahead
as new ideas are adopted and mature.
While this article concentrates on
changes likely to occur in construction in
the next few years, professionals need
to remember that the design process
will also be radically redefined. Many
treat design and construction separately;

Dale Sinclair looks at
emerging technology that
could redefine the way
buildings are designed
and constructed

however, neither exists in isolation, and it
is unlikely that the core targets of the UK
government’s Construction 2025 strategy
(http://bit.ly/1gSTfoJ) – a 50% reduction
in the time taken and greenhouse gases
emitted by projects, alongside 33% lower
costs – will be achieved unless there is
significant interaction between them.
New design and construction processes
will require digital tools and technologies
beyond those currently perceived as BIM.

Innovation v inertia
Business models underpinning the
construction industry make innovation
difficult. Design teams have the skills to
innovate, but lack funding. Contractors
have a greater need for new approaches,
but their drivers and demands are
different from those of designers.
Image © iStock

Embedded cultural structures and the
regulatory environment make shifting to
new methods of construction difficult.
Transformation is also tricky when the
industry lacks a culture of research and
development, and the funding for it. It
is for this reason that the technologies
we still use to construct the majority of
buildings today were developed a century
ago: the steel frame for example.
To complicate matters, the places we
construct buildings present challenges
other than logistics. There is a substantial
difference between the environments
where building materials and products
are tested and the mud and grime of a
typical construction site. The industry
needs products that can accommodate
the worst-case scenarios on site – for
example, when they are not installed
SEP T EMBER /OC T OBER 2 017
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in accordance with manufacturer’s
recommendations or the design team’s
information. Moving from construction on
site to prefabrication in factories offers
more than safer, cheaper, greener and
faster ways of making a building; it opens
the door to new materials and different
manufacturing processes. Put simply, the
construction process can be transformed.

Waves of transformation
The challenges of bringing new materials
and manufacturing processes to market
suggest there will be two waves of
innovation and disruption in construction.
The first wave will include technologies
that transform the construction and
assembly of buildings using robotics
and other innovations, without the
need to consider issues of a building’s
performance or longevity.
In the second wave of innovation,
new materials will transform buildings’
performance; for example, a generation
of green and energy-producing facades
will adapt buildings to their surroundings.
However, given recent events in west
London, it is likely that more rigorous
testing of new facade materials will be
required. Therefore the use of robotics
to assemble items on site is likely to be
taken up much faster than the 3D printing
of building components.
Off-site manufacturing is one modern
method of construction that is being
rolled out, and was widely covered in the
Farmer Review, Modernise or die. Farmer

14 SEP T EMBER /OC T OBER 2 017

Is it fair for the design team to determine
the manufacturing and construction
technologies to be used on a project?
underlined the importance of modular
approaches as part of a construction
economy that shifts effort and emphasis
away from the building site and into the
factory; yet this form of construction is
not new. What has changed is that there
is renewed attention on the way modular
construction can be redefined to ensure
high-quality outcomes. The challenges
involved in increasing uptake of these
methods are substantial.
Modular construction will improve
productivity, though it still relies on
human labour, albeit less skilled. Output
is unlikely to improve further until robotics
are used at scale. But robotics are
already improving health and safety on
site: for example, enabling demolition
works to be undertaken by operatives at
a distance from the workface, or to drill
holes in concrete soffits so construction
workers need not use mobile platforms.
In the former example, the robot is
manoeuvred using co-ordinates that have
been input in an office; in the latter, the
robotic device is controlled remotely by a
human worker.
The roll-out of robotics arouses strong
emotions associated with the potential
loss of jobs, but the reality is that, in many
instances, value is added by drawing on
the strengths of both. Car manufacturing
facilities have been using semi-automated

Images © iStock

processes for some time, with robots
employed where possible and humans
undertaking the tasks that are currently
more difficult for technology to perform.

Modular v modern methods?
Increasing the uptake of robotics requires
the development of appropriate use
cases as well as considering who will
own the robots themselves: specialist
subcontractors, product manufacturers,
contractors or plant hire companies?
Who will provide the coding that makes
them work efficiently and the exercises
essential to determine how they might
assemble items?
Modular factories still rely on human
staff to construct their units, yet many
industries are already using factories
where robotic devices manufacture
products with minimal human
intervention. This makes round-the-clock
manufacturing feasible, with the potential
to improve productivity radically. Most
modular factories are a long way from
this level of innovation, however, and
greater investment is required if robotic
arms mounted on gantry cranes are to
become commonplace.
Although modular approaches are ideal
for most residential projects, they are less
suited to larger projects such as offices,
airports or railway stations. On these
projects, design for manufacture and
assembly (DfMA) offers a way forward.
The DfMA overlay to the RIBA Plan of
Work (available from http://bit.ly/2tIU5mI)
as commissioned by the Offsite School
sets out some of the topics that need to
be considered.
One core issue is that modern methods
of construction (MMC) are not something
to be considered at stage 4; many
technologies in fact need to be selected
and incorporated into the concept design
proposals at stage 2. Failing to do so
can result in traditional construction
methodologies remaining the default for
the concept design.
A central challenge in the future
will therefore be determining which
technologies will be used in the
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construction process. More importantly,
who determines these technologies if
they need to do so at stage 2? Many
current procurement routes are not
geared for this approach and would need
the earlier involvement of the contractor
in these decision-making processes.
The roll-out of MMC presents a similar
conundrum. Is it fair for the design team
to determine the manufacturing and
construction technologies to be used
on a project? Or will new procurement
processes emerge?
Business models that are more
product- than project-oriented are
already emerging in housing construction,
but this points to the significant gap in the
market: large subassemblies cannot be
purchased as products but are instead
developed as bespoke project items.

Extra factors
Other considerations will also influence
construction. For example, circular
economy initiatives dictate greater
consideration being given to the way
that buildings are disassembled, as
well as how they are assembled, and to
renting products such as lighting that are
returned to their makers at the end of
their life.
The holy grail of new construction
technologies is additive manufacturing,
or 3D printing as it is frequently known.
This offers endless opportunities from

The technologies
we still use to
construct the
majority of buildings
today were
developed a
century ago

a design and construction perspective.
Current use cases such as the houses
printed by Winsun in Shanghai, China,
point to a solution to the world’s housing
problem; transforming one or two
prototypes into large-scale responses is
a different proposition, however.
Formula 1 and the aerospace industry
are both already using 3D printing.
F1 teams are able to make subtle
adjustments to a car part based on data
collected from the vehicle following a
race, which allows redesign, real-time
research and development, wind tunnel
testing and printing of a new aerofoil
between one race and the next.
The army and navy have also shown
an interest in 3D printing to assist with
logistics: maintaining a stock of parts for
tanks or ships close to their point of use
is challenging, but 3D printing enables
replacements for broken parts to be
printed on the spot and equipment to be
remobilised faster and more efficiently.
New metallic mixes for aero
engines are also reducing the normal
manufacturing waste associated
with producing complex shapes by
subtractive manufacturing. These have
been comprehensively tested, and
the methodologies for calibrating 3D
printing heads and materials testing
have developed over a long period, so
it will take similar timescales to bring
appropriate construction industry use
cases to market.

There is renewed
attention on the
way modular
construction can
be redefined to
ensure high-quality
outcomes
The other consideration for new
materials is whether different modern
technologies are more appropriate.
Steelcase, a furniture manufacturer, is
currently developing products using
rapid liquid printing, a new manufacturing
methodology being researched by a team
at MIT. One of the reasons the company
has focused on this technology is its
ability to print large objects in minutes
rather than hours.

Into the future
Anticipating the technologies that will
prevail in the future is challenging. Use
cases need to be developed, prototypes
designed, developed and tested and
the regulatory environment navigated
successfully in an industry that is
traditionally undercapitalised and unable
to invest in research and development in
the same way as the car or aerospace
industries can.
The starting point is the manufacturing
of larger subassemblies off site,
subsequently put together on site using
large-scale robotics. The site of the
future will be radically different before we
know it. b

Dale Sinclair is Director of Technical Practice
at Aecom
dale.sinclair@aecom.com

Related competencies include
Construction technology and
environmental services
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Brain food
Carole Osterweil considers
how brain functions can affect the
management of construction projects

W

e’re often told
that leadership
determines
success for
complex projects.
Research by the
Management
Innovation Centre
in Amsterdam gives precise insight into
the skills that make the difference.
It examined 2,000 projects in 43
countries before concluding that the best
opportunity for improving project success
rates lies in learning to understand and
influence social dynamics – why people
behave as they do.
These findings support Project
Management Institute research into early
warning signs for complex projects, which
concluded that:
bb formal project review processes will
be ineffective until we learn to pick up
on subtle dynamics such as groupthink,
political pressure and inconsistent
decision-making alongside progress, risk
and finance
bb too many of us are blind to these
human and organisational dynamics
bb the main challenge to improving
performance is in our heads.
These findings present project
management professionals with a
challenge. If we cannot see these dynamics
16 SEP T EMBER /OC T OBER 2 017

playing out, how do we know they are
real, and how can we influence them?
Ten years ago, you could be forgiven
for dismissing talk of such dynamics in
construction. But times have changed.
Neuroscience may still be in its infancy,
but it is already providing insight into
how the human brain works, and it has
profound implications for programme and
project management.

The three-part brain
It’s useful to think of the brain as having
three parts:
1. the primitive brain, which ensures body
processes such as breathing and heart
function are maintained
2. the feeling brain, which acts as our
emotional command centre and is where
impulsive actions begin
3. the thinking brain, where higher
functions such as analysis, creativity,
logical decision-making and empathy
take place.

All three parts are intimately connected
and operate as an integrated system.
They are wired in a way that ensures
our physical and psychological survival,
through a structure that can be traced
back to our hunter-gatherer ancestors.
In the 21st-century workplace
ambitious project goals, combined with
high levels of stress and ambiguity,
mean we face very different threats
to our ancestors. Most of them are
psychological. We have legal structures
such as health and safety to deal with
physical threats. Yet the notion of
psychological safety, which we know
from neuroscience is just as important, is
hardly on the radar (see box, below).
We may not be used to talking about
psychological safety, but we recognise
when it is threatened. Picture Mr A, a
senior engineer. It’s a Thursday afternoon,
and for the second time this week he is
struggling to keep his cool. The project
he has been working on was costed on

Fundamentals of psychological safety
bb It underpins trust.
bb It exists when people in a team or group believe that it is safe to speak the truth
as they see it. This belief gives them a sense of confidence that they will not be
embarrassed, punished or rejected for speaking up.
bb It is sustained by the team or group actively fostering an environment where
people are able to voice their hopes, fears and concerns, no matter what they are.
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the basis of drilling 10 piles a week, but
five months in he still has to contend
with supply problems and a catalogue of
excuses. Despite his best efforts, cash
is running out. There’s a project board
coming up. How safe does he feel? And
what’s the impact?
The amygdala, which sits in the
feeling brain, is constantly scanning
the environment for threat. It assesses
external signals received through the
five senses and internal signals such as
an elevated heart rate and shortness
of breath. It then assesses each to
see whether it’s hostile or familiar. For
signals perceived as threats, it takes
around 80 milliseconds for an automatic,
unconscious threat-avoidance impulse to
kick in.
This triggers a flood of emotions
such as fear, anger or shame, which can
effectively take the thinking brain offline
and lead to avoidance behaviours that
can include defensiveness, denial, attack
or withdrawal.
Being wired for survival, we are all
prone to these reflexive responses. All it
takes is for us to perceive a threat, even
from the smallest of signals. As soon as
a threat response is engaged, energy
is diverted away from the thinking brain
and we are not able to use all our higher
functions until equilibrium is restored.
Generally, we are unaware that this has
happened to us or that our productivity
has dropped.
What constitutes a threat will be
determined by experience – it is
highly individual. For example, Ms B, a
commercial manager, saw her client
flinch momentarily as she presented
performance figures. Immediately
Ms B went on the defensive. Mr C,
Ms B’s colleague, was puzzled by her
defensiveness. He’d seen the flinch too
but didn’t make anything of it. Fortunately,
he was able to refocus the discussion
and smooth the waters after Ms B had
responded; your reactions influence
those around you.
Not all signals provoke avoidance
behaviours and take the thinking brain
offline. If the amygdala assesses signals
as familiar and safe, the opposite
happens. These signals generate
emotions such as trust, love, excitement
Image © iStock

Bring your thinking brain online
1. Notice the physical signs of your thinking brain going offline. For example, do you
get a sense that your chest is tightening, or your pulse quickening? Perhaps it’s a
feeling that colour is rising in your cheeks, your stomach is knotting or your jaw or
fists are clenching.
2. Move yourself to a different location, physically and mentally. If you are sitting
down, stand up, walk to the printer or water cooler. In a tense meeting? Suggest a
five-minute comfort break.
3. Focus on your breath. Inhale, breathe deeply and exhale slowly. Do this a couple
of times and then let your breathing settle into its natural rhythm. Give yourself a
few moments and notice how your breath enters and leaves your body. Let your
attention settle at your nostrils or your chest – it doesn’t matter where. What matters
is the act of noticing.

and joy – words that are more frequently
used to describe the relationship
between a mother and baby than adults
in the corporate world.
When these emotions occur, the
thinking brain is operating at its best.
People become highly motivated, creative,
collaborative and able to learn together
more effectively.

Implications
The implications for project and
programme management are profound.
Whether you like it or not, everything you
say or do as a manager by verbal and
non-verbal means is transmitted into the
feeling systems of others and has an
impact on their performance.
Project success relies on our ability to
prompt behaviours such as creativity and
collaboration, and to reduce our tendency
to provoke avoidance. Neuroscience
gives us:
bb insight into relationship dynamics that
were previously invisible
bb new understanding of how we
unwittingly create these dynamics
bb clarity about their effect on ourselves
and others.
If so much is going on in interactions
between two people, just imagine what
happens on a construction project
involving tens, hundreds or even
thousands of people. Developing an
understanding of these subtle human and
organisational dynamics is essential if we
want to improve project success rates.
The evidence is there; the challenge
is to act on it. The crucial first step is

learning to recognise when your thinking
brain is going offline and then learning
to re-engage it (see box, above). When
you have learned to do this you will be
in a better position to have a conscious
influence on the responses you prompt
in others and to foster a sense of
psychological safety.
If you are wondering whether it’s
worth the effort, take a look at Google’s
Project Aristotle, a three-year study to
identify what creates effective project
teams (https://nyti.ms/2jhdVRd).
After examining 180 such teams
and scrutinising 250 variables, the
researchers concluded that “who is on
the team matters far less than how the
team members interact, structure their
work and view their contributions … when
we are considering these dynamics,
psychological safety stands head and
shoulders above all the others”. b

Carole Osterweil is speaker, lead consultant
and executive coach at Visible Dynamics
carole@visibledynamics.co.uk

Related competencies include
Managing people, Teamworking
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BIM image of the
library at RICS’
headquarters

Shelby Green explains how laser scanning can
be used with building information modelling in
surveying buildings

Laser pointers

L

aser scanning
is becoming the
preferred method
for recording as-built
3D data quickly and
accurately. This data
can be processed
and used for a
variety of purposes, appealing to many
professions in construction.
A point cloud generated by laser
scanning is effectively an accurate
3D representation of a real object or
environment. Time-of-flight scanners
measure distances by firing a laser beam
at a surface and calculating how long it
takes to return.
Laser scanners can record up to
a million of these points per second,
each with an x, y and z co-ordinate. As
scanners work using a line of sight, the
scan will only record what you can see,
so in order to gain full coverage of a
building, multiple scan set-ups need to be
taken at various locations.
Each scan can take between one
minute and half an hour, depending
on internal accuracy settings. The
individual scans are then collated using
Leica Cyclone software, which allows
for automatic overlap recognition and
target-based data registration. This does
mean that each scan must share details
with the next one to allow for point cloud
overlapping, however.
Before the scanning takes place, a
survey control network must be installed
using robotic total stations to ensure
accuracy. These calculate rounds of
angles using prisms placed on each
visible control point to establish known
locations. Externally, control points
usually comprise survey nails driven into
hardstanding, whereas for internal control
temporary self-adhesive targets are
attached to walls and floors.

Controlled scans
Once a survey grid is established, scan
targets are placed on each of the known
locations and recorded by the scanner
to transform the point cloud on to the
desired survey grid; this is called a
18 SEP T EMBER/OC T OBER 2 017

controlled scan. Uncontrolled
free-station scans, which do not have
an established location, are taken
between control points and later
aligned to controlled scans that share
overlapping detail.
Controlled scans essentially act in
the same way as the corner pieces of
a jigsaw, which is why it is important to
have a robust survey control network
installed before you carry out a laser
scan survey.
While this methodology is used for
static scanning, other methods such as
mobile scanning – which is undertaken
while moving with a hand-held scanner
or one that is carried on a trolley –
are emerging for internal scanning.
Currently, the accuracy and quality
of mobile scanning is questionable;
however, it does offer a much quicker
and more efficient workflow.

Why laser scanning?
With advances in technology, laser
scanners have become quicker, lighter
and more accurate. Therefore the
process has become far more efficient
and financially viable for businesses.
Scanning also provides significant
benefits when compared with more
traditional methods.
The main reason why there has been
increased interest in laser scanning
and building information modelling
(BIM) in recent years is the government
mandate requiring all centrally procured
projects to be completed to BIM Level 2
from 2016.
The point cloud is a measured survey
represented as billions of points and is
itself fairly unintelligent. For the purpose
of creating a building information model
for an existing asset, the cloud is simply
a way of producing accurate 3D solid
geometry with attributed information.
However, laser scanning is not
just limited to use in BIM. Severn
Partnership for instance has many
clients that require the point cloud as
the main product, for purposes such
as archiving assets of archaeological
or historical interest, monitoring
Images © Severn Partnership

movement, detecting defects, recording
deterioration of materials over time and
structural analysis.
Some previous projects that have used
mobile scanning to monitor defects have
included rock formations and furnaces
for glass manufacturing. Scan data has
also recently been used to establish the
extent of structural movement in historic
buildings and retaining walls.
Building information models can be
used for a variety of purposes throughout
a building’s lifecycle. Although many
assume that BIM is predominately used
for design and construction, this only
contributes to a very small proportion of a
building’s lifecycle and cost.
BIM is about using data to
manage the asset effectively. The data
can be further used for clash detection,
4D scheduling – which represents the
project programme in a digital form – and
5D quantity take-off. Some professions
that are fully implementing BIM include
owner-operators, asset managers,
architects, contractors, engineers and
heritage specialists.

Benefits
Almost any necessary information can
be included in a building information
model depending on the proposed uses,
such as installation dates, materials and
sustainability parameters; for building
surveyors, this may include planned
maintenance schedules. By applying
this information, the surveyor ensures
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A 3D model of RICS’
Parliament Square
headquarters

that all appropriate building elements
are included in the schedule, as well as
monitored and updated.
While information enables better
understanding of how an asset is
managed, 3D geometry allows full
visibility of the way the building is
constructed. This can lead to accurate
defect analysis and therefore reduce the
number of assumptions made. If there is
no existing building information model,
laser scanning alone is an efficient and
accurate way to establish structural
movement. Scans can be made in true
colour, which may further emphasise
any defects present.
Costing information is often attributed
to components in building information
models as well, to allow estimations to
be made throughout a project. Costing

information should also be re-used for
other purposes such as performing
reinstatement cost assessments to offer
a much more efficient and accurate
outcome than the current process does.
Currently, the most common use
for the Scan2BIM process, in which
a point cloud is used to generate a
model, is refurbishment projects. Using
laser scan data to develop 3D models
allows architects to create accurate
designs. These models should then be
used by building surveyors as well as
other stakeholders involved to increase
collaboration, ensure all data is fully
co-ordinated and contextualise the
specification process.
Having all graphical and non-graphical
information in one database eliminates
the need for incomplete or out-of-date

paper-based operation and maintenance
manuals. It is the ability to access this
information efficiently that will have an
impact on day-to-day tasks such as
pre-acquisition surveys.
For instance, I was recently approached
by a building surveyor who was interested
in commissioning a laser scan survey of
a number of residential and retail units
to appraise the service charge recovery
clauses of each commercial lease.
Arguably, laser scanning may seem
unnecessary in this case when traditional
methods could be used. However, the
client was also interested in elevations,
sections and 3D modelling for other
purposes. Along with advancements in
technology, this is when laser scanning
becomes far more viable.
Other specialists such as measured
building and right to light surveyors are
using the technology to its full potential.
New rules are continually governing how
measured data is recorded and used in
the building industry. A recent example is
the International Property Measurement
Standards: Residential Buildings, which
establish a consistent methodology for
measuring such buildings around the
world (www.rics.org/ipmsresidential).
For the right to light surveyor, 3D
models can be used to make an accurate
analysis and extract the necessary
sunlight calculations. Models may also
be used as a reference to support
dispute resolutions in relation to Building
Regulations and other standards.
It is important that surveyors and major
stakeholders understand the merits of
laser scanning and BIM. If an existing
building information model is available,
building surveyors are more likely to use
the data for the variety of work they have.
Widespread BIM implementation
is leading to new efficient workflows,
affecting all construction professions. b

Shelby Green is Scan2BIM Manager at the
Severn Partnership
shelby.green@severnpartnership.com

Related competencies include
Building information modelling
(BIM) management
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Infrastructure
and innovation
Surveyors need to join the data revolution to support
infrastructure development and foster the skills
that will ensure the profession’s future, insists RICS
President Amanda Clack

D

uring last year’s US
election campaign,
President Donald
Trump promised
an additional
$1tr investment
for national
infrastructure over
the next 10 years. His pledge reflects
an issue with which many developed
countries are contending: ageing
infrastructure is holding back economic
growth, while investing in infrastructure
can enable it.
Innovation is essential, and the rapidly
evolving role of data and technology
gives us an opportunity both to
streamline and to disrupt traditional
ways of providing the infrastructure that
our world requires.

Why infrastructure matters
Resilient and effective infrastructure
is central to supporting the rapid
urbanisation that is occurring around
the world. It has the power to encourage
social change, create jobs, support
businesses, improve the environment and
create a better world in which to live. All
markets must see further investment in
infrastructure if they are to support their
regional and national economies.
Infrastructure investment requires
long-range planning, yet this in turn needs
clarity about the future. Trump’s election
sent major shockwaves through global
markets, and, with other votes – including
the UK’s decision to leave the EU –
helped to create geopolitical uncertainty.
One way of enabling certainty for
infrastructure projects is through the
use of data and technology. From the
time of the Romans, we have seen how
infrastructure encourages innovation
– their straight roads and invention
of concrete allowed them, as the
technological disruptors of their time, to
develop an empire.
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One way of enabling
certainty is through
the use of data and
technology
Today, data and technology are
reaching a new tipping point. Technology
enables more effective transfer of
knowledge, while data acquisition
and manipulation combine to enable
predictive decision-making.
To realise the potential of data,
property businesses need to be alert
to the value of having a chief data
officer, sometimes referred to as a
chief information officer. Such staff are
required to manage data effectively and
make transformative business decisions;
they can champion the use of data in
large organisations as well as taking
responsibility for its security. Someone
in this role should also be in a position to
advise on trends, strategy, productivity
and growth.

Changing skills
There is a significant ethical dimension
to using data. This information is
increasingly used by organisations to
manipulate your thinking by creating
needs that you did not even know you
had. You may not even be aware this is
happening as technology becomes ever
more sophisticated.
The professions are perfectly placed
to help organisations to navigate these
ethical challenges, because the primary
duty of bodies such as RICS is to act in
the public interest. But in order to do so,
surveyors have to adapt. Competence is
at the heart of what makes a professional,
and we must adapt our skills to our
changing environment.

It is clear that many traditional
surveying tasks are already being
automated, but the same is true for
the work of all professionals. Data and
technology will not make surveyors
redundant, but we do need to move
further along the value chain. This means
offering a wider range of more strategic,
value-adding and advisory services.
To meet future challenges, skills
training is necessary to help surveyors
thrive in an increasingly digital world.
Data analytics are already embedded
in all our routes to RICS membership,
and our infrastructure pathway to
becoming a chartered professional is
now futureproofed. By looking at the
components of infrastructure, alongside
project finance, building information
modelling and asset management,
students gain competencies that are
valuable in the present and future.
Data and technology are inherently
complex, and the professions can help to
interpret change as well as train industry
for the future workplace. They can also
continue to pursue their remit for working
in the public interest by ensuring that
data is not exploited by the strong to
the detriment of the weak. This is where
regulation and control by organisations
such as ours come into their own.

Market confidence
In a time of seemingly continual
geopolitical shocks, it is more important
than ever to create confidence in the
market by making authoritative and
innovative use of the opportunities
presented by data and technology.
Many concepts for data use may seem
some way off being workable, but this is
not the case: companies such as Pauley
and Oculus are taking virtual reality by
storm by accurately replicating an entire
environment digitally. This has
wide-ranging applications for the
surveying sector.
Our profession needs to be seen to be
innovative and acting as a digital disruptor
to maintain its continuing relevance. C

Amanda Clack is RICS President

Related competencies include
Data management
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Earn and learn
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As part of the government’s trailblazer initiative, RICS has developed new routes into
the profession through two surveying apprenticeships, as Barry Cullen explains

ou may have seen
media stories about
apprenticeships in various
industries and the levy
introduced in April.
Firms that hire
apprentices can access
at least 90% of the costs
of training and final
assessment either from
their own levy payments
or from the government,
and two surveying routes that lead directly to RICS-accredited
qualifications are now open.
If your organisation has not been looking into apprenticeships,
then it is time you did.

Future leaders

Apprenticeships combine working and studying for a
qualification. The new trailblazer routes are a fantastic way of
developing future high-quality professionals.
RICS has been working with both businesses and the
government to create professional trailblazer apprenticeships
in surveying, which enable studying for a diploma or an
RICS-accredited degree, or taking an APC or Associate
assessment alongside paid employment.
We see apprenticeships as an important way to widen
pathways into our profession. Those who learn better through
part-time study with direct application of knowledge are
supported from enrolment through to qualification without
incurring study or tuition fees.

Apprenticeship levy
As of 6 April this year, all UK employers with an annual wage
bill of more than £3m – which represents less than 2% of
businesses – have been required to pay 0.5% of that bill as an
apprenticeship levy, to fund new apprenticeships. In England,
control of such funding will be put in the hands of employers by
the Digital Apprenticeship Service.
Each employer receives an allowance of £15,000 to offset
against this payment, payable to HM Revenue and Customs via
PAYE. For construction firms already paying the Construction
Industry Training Board levy, they are working with these
employers on a temporary transition package.

What is available?
Currently, a Surveying Technician Level 3 apprenticeship and a
Chartered Surveyor Level 6 degree apprenticeship have been
approved by the Department for Education and are ready for
employers to recruit new starters or upskill existing staff.
The Associate assessment is the final examination for the
Surveying Technician apprenticeship, while the APC is the end
point for the Chartered Surveyor degree apprenticeship. These
programmes cover the following areas of practice:

RICS has been working with
employers and the government
to create professional trailblazer
apprenticeships in surveying,
which enable studying
alongside paid employment
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb

building surveying
commercial property
residential property
land (level 3 only)
minerals and waste management (level 6 only)
planning and development
project management
rural (level 6 only)
valuation
quantity surveying.

We are working with other employers and universities to develop
other apprenticeships and areas of practice.

Funding and eligibility
All businesses get 90% funding for an apprentice’s training,
assessment and certification, whether from their own levy
payments or from the government, though some small
businesses recruiting young people may be eligible to receive
100% of the costs.
Only apprentices whose workplace is based in England are
funded under this system. To be eligible, the individual must
spend 50% or more of their time at work, be training to a higher
level of qualification, or be retraining to an equivalent or lower
level provided that the apprenticeship is in a different area and
giving them substantive new skills. b

Barry Cullen is RICS Future Talent Director
bcullen@rics.org

For full details about which employers pay the levy and which do not,
please visit www.rics.org/employanapprentice
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Clearing the air
Helen Crossland offers advice on
dealing with employee grievances

W

orkplace
grievances are
presented in
many forms, and
it is not always
obvious when a
formal complaint
has been made.
Although most employees will make
it clear that they are raising a formal
grievance – which alerts the receiving
party to the fact that an official procedure
needs to be triggered – anything in
writing that alludes to a workplace
problem should never be ignored.
In many cases, a formal grievance does
not come out of the blue and may have
been preceded by something that was
passed off as a minor niggle. However,
dealing with both informal and formal
grievances promptly and fairly can
prevent many an issue from escalating
into something far more serious.
No business welcomes having to
manage complaints from its employees
and the valuable time this takes; but it is
nonetheless part and parcel of being an
employer. Moreover, if a grievance is not
given due consideration or recognition in
the eyes of the employee, the chance to
resolve it may disappear and permanently
damage the employment relationship.

bb a grievance should be expressed as
such and be in writing
bb on receipt of a grievance, the
employer should conduct any necessary
investigations and invite the employee to
a formal grievance meeting, offering the
right to be accompanied by a colleague
or trade union representative
bb after a formal grievance meeting, the
outcome should be confirmed to the
employee in writing, and they should be
offered the right of appeal.

procedure. This could include situations
where a particularly serious allegation
has been made, such as harassment,
bullying or discrimination, as any of these
could expose the company to the risk of
a tribunal claim, or a claim for personal
injury, if they were not handled robustly.

Bad practices?
Irrespective of the perceived merits of
a grievance, no employer should ignore
or only pay lip service to a complaint
brought formally. Not only could this
prompt an employee to broaden their
complaint or raise new ones, an employer
could also pay the price financially.
If in the worst-case scenario the
employee resigns and issues a claim, an
employer’s failure to address a complaint
under its grievance procedure will not be
well received by the employment tribunal.
Moreover, if the employee then wins their
claim, any compensation award could be
increased by up to 25% if the employer is
found to have been at fault procedurally.

Good management
Training managers to spot and prevent
potential grievances before they develop

If a written complaint is not labelled as
a grievance, or if the tone and content
invites an informal approach, the employer
may opt to talk to the employee in the first
instance to try to resolve the issue without
invoking the procedure. Many complaints
can be remedied in this fashion, although
the employee should nonetheless be
advised of, and not deterred from, the
formal grievance procedure.
It may also be that, regardless of an
employee’s preference for an informal
approach, the matter warrants a formal

Procedure
Most organisations have their own
grievance procedure, which notifies
employees of the mechanism to use if
they have a complaint; such a procedure
should only apply to employees rather
than casual staff or freelancers. As a
minimum, it should make the following
provisions, as set out in the ACAS Code
of Practice:
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is the best precaution. Managers will
often be best placed to respond to
complaints at an early stage, as well as
being able to identify or settle problems
or ease relationships.
It is also important to remember that
a grievance meeting is a platform for the
employee to be heard and that a positive
and supportive discussion may well
defuse an otherwise explosive situation.
Employers should always allow an
employee to explain their grievance and
how they think it should be resolved. This
tends to focus the employee’s mind on
solutions rather than the problem.
Where you have a serial complainant,
however, or an employee rehearses
grievances that have already been
properly addressed, a breakdown of trust
and confidence could have occurred,
rendering the employment relationship
untenable. Whether this can be retrieved
may rest on the employee’s willingness to
explore ways to do so.
Even where a grievance has been
brought legitimately, thought should be
given to what happens next and what
measures may help the parties move
forward, regardless of the outcome.

Alternative means
The use of professional mediation in
the workplace has surged in recent
years, with employers more willing to
try this as a means of resolving issues
and complaints. It can take the form of
group mediation to identify the underlying
source of the problem, or, where the
problem lies with two individuals, an
expert could be engaged to mediate
between them. This can elicit surprisingly
beneficial outcomes, or establish that the
issue is unsalvageable.
Other measures may be used to
turn around relations after a grievance,
including changing an employee’s place
of work, their line manager or even
their role, assuming they are open to
redeployment. Hence, getting to the root
of the matter at a grievance meeting
and establishing any viable interventions
is often essential to determining how
and indeed whether a complaint can
realistically be resolved.
In tandem with this, it is vital to
ensure a grievance has been properly
investigated. Grievances can cover a
multitude of issues, but failing to get to
the bottom of a complaint may result
in further grievances being raised,
good people leaving unnecessarily and
potential constructive dismissal claims.
Any evidence gathered during
the investigation – including witness
statements, redacted as necessary –
should be provided to an employee in
advance of any grievance meeting so
they have a proper chance to respond to
the same.

Decision time
Any decision should be communicated to
the employee, in writing, after a grievance

meeting has taken place. Grievances may
be upheld, upheld in part, or rejected.
If an employee’s grievance is not
upheld, employers should ensure the
reasons are carefully explained and
justified. Where a complaint is upheld or
partly upheld, the letter should set out
what action the employer intends to take
to resolve the grievance. Employers are
naturally reluctant to uphold complaints
for fear that conceding fault may enable a
would-be claimant to win a claim. But this
approach should not be taken where it is
an unsupportable position; for example,
where during a grievance process
it emerges that another employee’s
conduct needs to be tackled. In short,
accepting wrongdoing may sometimes be
necessary to avert what could otherwise
be a guaranteed claim.
Employers should keep records of
grievances raised, decisions or actions
taken and any subsequent developments.
Employers should also conduct and
record exit interviews, which may pinpoint
factors or people contributing to staff
complaints and turnover.
Grievances should not be pre-judged,
and can uncover problems in the
workplace that need to be addressed.
That said, the action taken after a
grievance can often be as important
as how well the complaint itself is
handled in showing good leadership
and management, and in preserving
worthwhile relationships.
Conversely, where a grievance has
not been brought in good faith or no
steps can reasonably be taken to satisfy
a complainant, it may lead to a formal
process of a different kind. This could
be to consider whether there has been
a breakdown in trust and confidence on
the part of the employer or employee, or
both, to the extent that terminating the
employment is the only resolution. b

Helen Crossland is a partner and Head of the
Employment Law team at Seddons
helen.crossland@seddons.co.uk

Related competencies include
Managing people
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isurv is built for
small businesses
Whether you want to spend more time with
clients or learn about a new area, isurv can
help you:
• expand your knowledge
• save time on administrative tasks
• provide timely and reliable information
to clients
• gain reassurance and limit your risk of
potential litigation
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For more information visit rics.org/isurvhub or call 02476 868 433 to buy now or request a free trial

Seek fee-earning work
in adjudication
Diploma in Adjudication in the Construction Industry
Develop the skills and knowledge you need to successfully apply
the law of adjudication to the construction industry.
Learning outcomes
• How the law of contract is applied to the practice of adjudication
• How the law of tort is applied to the practice of adjudication
• The practical application in the production of an enforceable decision
• Knowledge and understanding of the nature of law and its place in society.

CIArb recognised course provider

Register your interest: t 024 7686 8584 e drstraining@rics.org w rics.org/adjudication
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Fresh
perspective

T

Shy Jackson reviews the
changes made in the fourth edition
of the NEC suite of contracts

he NEC4 suite of contracts
was launched at the annual
conference at the County
Hall, London in June – 12
years after the third edition
was published – with the
tagline “improvement through
collaboration”. The suite has
become the go-to form of
contract for publicly procured
construction projects, and
the new edition will therefore
generate a substantial amount of interest, with users already
being encouraged to adopt it.
In addition to changes to the current forms, NEC4 introduces
two brand new forms of contract. The first is a design, build and
operate version, to be used where the client wants a service
to be provided but there is also a need for construction works.
The second new form is a multiparty alliancing form of contract;
this is currently out for consultation until 30 November, with
the final version expected in January 2018. In addition, two
new subcontracts have been produced: a professional services
subcontract and a term service subcontract.

Finality of assessment
NEC4 introduces two significant changes that are intended to
add certainty to the assessment process. The first measure
appears in Options C, D, E and F under clause 50.9, and allows
the contractor to notify the project manager when part of the
defined cost has been finalised, making the relevant records
available. The project manager has 13 weeks to accept that the
defined cost is correct, to ask for additional records, or to notify
the contractor of errors.
The contractor provides the records requested or corrects
the errors within four weeks. The project manager then has the
same amount of time to accept the costs as correct or notify
the contractor of the correct assessment. Where the project
manager does not notify the contractor of their decision within
this time, the contractor’s own assessment is treated as correct.
This process operates during the works but is separate from the
assessment cycle under clause 5, and there is now a new obligation
to submit applications under clause 50.2. The other new measure,
clause 53, introduces the concept of a final assessment.
Within four weeks of the defects certificate being issued,
the project manager provides their final assessment to the
contractor. If they fail to do so, the contractor may submit their
final assessment to the client. The project manager’s assessment
becomes conclusive unless a party takes certain steps, which
can include starting an adjudication within four weeks of the
assessment being issued and referring their dissatisfaction to
a court or to arbitration within four weeks of the adjudication
decision. These are short time frames in which to consider
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whether to take further steps, but the assumption is that by that
stage there will be a limited number of issues to resolve.

Programme management
A common issue under the NEC is the programme not being
accepted by the project manager, which then affects the overall
management of the works and assessment of compensation
events. Under the amended clause 31.3, if the project manager
does not respond then the contractor may issue a notice. If the
project manager still fails to respond, the programme is treated
as accepted. Clause 36 has also been amended so both parties
can suggest acceleration, and it is then discussed before a
quotation is produced.
More generally, the terminology in NEC has changed to ensure
consistency across the suite of contracts: the term “employer”
used in NEC3 has now changed to “client” and the term “works
information”, used to set out the works, has been changed to the
term “scope”. A more substantive change has been renaming
the “risk register” as the “early warning register”, while clause
8 – previously “risks and insurance” – is now “liabilities and
insurance”. This is aimed at avoiding the confusion previously
caused by the word “risk” and making it clear that the early
warning register is a project management tool rather than a
means of dealing with contractual liabilities or risks.
Option W, previously “dispute resolution”, has been renamed
“resolving and avoiding disputes”. A new procedure has been
added, providing for a meeting of senior representatives at the
first stage. This takes place within a three-week period, and is
based on parties submitting not more than 10 pages explaining
their position and providing supporting information. This process
is optional under clause W2, to be used where the Housing
Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 applies.
There is also a new Option W3, where parties choose to use
dispute avoidance boards (DABs). The board is appointed at
the start of the project, and its members visit the site at regular
intervals to speak to the parties so that disputes can be avoided.
A potential dispute is referred to the DAB, which aims to help the
parties settle their issues. However, if the dispute is not settled
the DAB can provide a recommendation.
Finally, the contract data has been simplified so there is
now just a single fee percentage, without a separate one for
subcontracts. The schedule of cost components has also
been amended, and one of the changes is the deletion of the
overheads percentages for working area and design.

Drawing conclusions
In making these amendments, NEC has sought to address some
of the issues that have arisen in the management of contracts
under their current form. Many of the substantive changes are
aimed at encouraging better management, and it is hoped that
project managers will take this on board and implement such
changes as intended. b

Shy Jackson is Partner at Pinsent Masons
shy.jackson@pinsentmasons.com

Related competencies include
Contract practice
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Do you recognise this man?
Perhaps not.
His name is Shaun Winstanley, Director of
Transport, from A-Plant, and he recognises
the importance of an efficient, compliant
and, above all, a safe fleet of trucks.
That’s why he’s a member of FORS –
the Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme.
And he’s also achieved Gold status,
meaning that specifiers and contractors
want to get to know him better.

Isn’t it time you were recognised, too?

Safety, efficiency, environment
www.fors-online.org.uk 08448 09 09 44
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When the project matters
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